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QUESTION 1

You are setting up a scheduler profile for a manager, but you cannot find this manager in the Group Manager list. 

What are three reasons for this? 

A. This manager is not identified as a Line Manager in his HR record. 

B. This manager\\'s hire date is later than the scheduler profile effective start date. 

C. You didn\\'t run the Refresh Manager Hierarchy job. 

D. This manager doesn\\'t have the Time and Labor Manager role. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

The Refresh Manager Hierarchy process populates the denormalized manager hierarchy table when person records are
migrated from other applications. Otherwise, whenever a change is made to a person\\'s manager hierarchy, the change
is reflected automatically in the denormalized manager hierarchy table. However, by running the Refresh Manager
Hierarchy process in addition to these automatic individual updates, you can ensure that the denormalized manager
hierarchy is as accurate as possible. Refresh Manager Hierarchy processes all types of manager hierarchies. 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to configure a Time Card Layout for your customer that includes dependent Payroll Time Type attributes for
input values. 

What process must you run to create these dependent attributes? 

A. the Generate Time Cards process 

B. the Load Time Card process 

C. the Generate Data Dictionary process 

D. the Time Events process 

E. the Time Card Synchronization process 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/r13_update17b/globalcs_gs/FAITL/FAITL2508588.htm#FAITL2233368 

 

QUESTION 3

How should you configure Time and Labor Approvals to route to multiple approvers so that if a Payroll Layout time card
only contains regular hours, it routes to the Line Manager, but if the time card contains an absence, it can also route to
an HR admin? 

A. This is not possible. 
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B. You should use the BPM Worklist and modify the BPM task: AbsencesApprovalsTask. 

C. You should use the BPM Worklist and modify the Payroll Time Card Approval -> BPM task:TimecardApproval. 

D. You should use the BPM Worklist and modify the Project Time Card Approval -> BPM
task:ProjectTimecardApproval. 

E. You should use the BPM Worklist and modify the Payroll Time Card Approval -> BPM task:TimecardApproval and
BPM Worklist, and modify the BPM task: AbsencesApprovalsTask. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

Your client wants to minimize the validation rules that execute against a time card and only under certain circumstances
they want certain validation rules, if required, to display validation messages. 

Which option will accomplish your customer\\'s goals? 

A. Create a new validation formula/template and rule that accesses HCM data to only execute if certain HR data exists
for the worker and processes the validation logic on the time entries. Place the rule that uses the formula in a rule set
and assign the rule set using an appropriate profile. 

B. Place the validation rules in a rule set, assigning a properly formatted time category on the same rows in the rule set.
Assign the rule set to the workers using an appropriate profile. 

C. Create a new formula/template and rule that uses an input parameter to check for certain values defined in the rule
using a time category input parameter. When present, complete execution of the rule. Place the rule that uses the
formula in a rule set and assign the rule set using an appropriate profile. 

D. Create a formula that incorporates program logic to check for certain time card entries and, when present, execute
the validation rule. Create the new template and rule. Place the rule that uses the formula in a rule set and assign the
rule set using an appropriate profile. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The time collection device was not working for an hour and several employees missed reporting their "Out" time. How
can you create an "Out" event for these employees? 

A. The only way to accomplish this is to create a new entry from the time collection device, using the edit event options. 

B. From the Time Management Work Area, navigate to the Manage Time Events page to generate time events. 

C. From the Time Management Work Area, navigate to the Manage Time Events page to update the workers\\' entries. 

D. From the Time Management Work Area, navigate to the Manage Time Cards page to update the workers\\' time
events. 

E. Navigate to the Web Clock page. As the Time and Labor Administrator, select Change Worker and Time from the
Actions menu. Make the correct entries for each worker. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

What determines the validation and approval of payroll time types for Fusion Payroll? 

A. Use of the delivered payroll time attributes and payroll time card fields. 

B. Assignment of the customer-defined Time and Labor ?Time Entry Rules (TER). 

C. Assignment of a properly defined payroll time consumer set. 

D. Assignment of the delivered payroll layout set and time entry options. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

How do you configure a Time Calculation Rule (TCR) formula and template to enable the TCR rule to display process
results and a validation message from the same rule? 

A. Define the TCR formula to call a Time Entry Rule (TER) formula and pass TER formula results to the TCR formula.
Define a new TCR template to display the process and message results on the Output train stop. 

B. Define a TER formula to call a TCR formula within the same TER formula. Define in a new TER template to enable
the TER. Use the TER template to pass the process results and message back to a new TCR Template on the Outputs
train stop. 

C. Define both a new TER and new TCR formula and TCR and TER templates. The TCR template defines the process
results, the TER defines the validation message. Assign the TCR and TER using appropriate rule sets and time
processing profiles. 

D. Define both a new TER and new TCR formula and TCR and TER templates. The TCR template defines a new input
parameter to select the TER template, and then defines a TCR rule to display process and message results. 

E. Define a new TCR formula that calls a WFM validation utility formula within the TCR formula. Create a new TCR
template to process time card results and pass back both TCR results and a validation message to the time card. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Your customer identifies grades as 01, 02, 03, 04, and 05, with 05 being the most senior. You need to apply the same
Time Processing Profile (TPP) to everyone below grade 04. 

How should you do this? 

A. Add the TPP name to the definition of the grade. 

B. When creating the TPP, add the grades that will receive that TPP to the definition. 
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C. Create a group using an evaluation criteria of Grade Equal To 01, Grade Equal to 02, or Grade Equal to 03, and
attach that group to the TPP. 

D. Create a group using an evaluation criteria of Grade Less Than 04 and attach that group to the TPP. 

E. Write a Fast Formula which, when executed, would return all employees in grades 01 to 03, and attach that to the
TPP definition. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Which are valid approval time periods for Time and Labor? 

A. any, just depends on the Repeating Time Period used in the Approval Rule 

B. any, just depends on the HCM Group used in the Approval Rule 

C. weekly, biweekly 

D. weekly, biweekly, monthly 

E. weekly, semimonthly, monthly 

F. weekly, semimonthly 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

When selecting delivered formula to use in defining a new template, if two delivered formula accomplish the same
results, when must the formula with _AP be selected? 

A. When the formula, template, and rule must access the time card data in an advanced sort order to complete
correctly. 

B. When the rule created with the formula/template must access data outside the current time card data. 

C. Selecting the formula defined with _AP is not required. 

D. When the formula, template, and rule must process first in the rule set. Formula identified with _AP 

enables additional processing order logic from within the Time and Labor rule processing engine. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which three tasks can a Time and Labor Manager perform from the planned schedule? 

A. Monitor absences. 
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B. Monitor work coverage. 

C. Enter time for workers. 

D. Balance workloads. 

E. Schedule shifts. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/r13_update17b/globalcs_gs/FAUTL/FAUTL1657098.htm#FAUTL1657098 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two time entry configurations on the manage time entry layout components task do you have to complete to
report and calculate earned compensatory time and take compensatory absences? 

A. Create a multi-attribute time entry field that includes the time attributes Absence Management Type. The absence
management type that decrements the employee\\'s earned compensatory time the compensatory absence. 

B. Create a multi-attribute time entry field that includes the time attribute Compensatory Time Absence Plan. The
compensatory time absence plan that increments the employee\\'s earned compensatory time. 

C. Create a single attribute time card field that include the time attribute Absence Plan. 

D. Create a multiple attribute time card for the payroll time type compensatory time earned, and another payroll time for
compensatory time taken. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 13

What are the three possible types of time allocation? 

A. Hours, Time Card Period, and Percentage 

B. Hours, Percentage, and Equally 

C. Hours, Week, and Bi-Weekly 

D. Percentage, Number, and Proportionally 

Correct Answer: B 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/global-human-resources/r13-update18a/faitl/rule-based-validationcalculation-
allocation-save-and-submit-configuration-overviews.html#FAITL2531310 

 

QUESTION 14

Which option will enable WFM formula to access HCM data outside the time entry object? 
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A. DBIs registered against the proper formula type can be used either directly or indirectly from the different Time and
Labor formula types to access HCM data for the worker outside the time card information. 

B. Time and Labor formula can only access time card data passed into the formula from the time card. 

Outside HCM data for the worker must be configured to be stored in the time card and passed to the formula using the
Manage Layout Sets setup task. 

C. Time and Labor formula must use the Workforce Management Subroutine or Workforce Management Utility formula
to access HCM data for the worker outside the time card information. 

D. The formula used must be identified with the suffix _AP to access HCM data for the worker outside the time card
information. The _AP stands for Advanced Processing. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

The Generate time cards process has been run for a group of employees with "generate time card using schedule
hours" selected and for the time attribute "payroll time type" a value of "regular time" selected. What will be generated
for members of the group? 

A. Time cards with a line populated with the employees\\' schedule for each day and on the same line a "payroll time
type" of "regular time." The hours of existing absences will be deducted from the scheduled hours. 

B. Time cards with a line populated with the employees\\' schedule for each day and on the same line a "hours code" of
"regular time". Blank lines will be generated for all other valid values of "payroll time type." Existing absences are
ignored in the Generate process. 

C. Time cards with a line populated with the employees\\' schedule for each day and on the next line a "payroll time
type" of "regular time." Existing absences are ignored in the Generate process. 

D. Time cards with a line populated with the employees\\' schedule for each day and on the next line a "payroll time
type" of "regular time." The hours of existing absences will be deducted from the scheduled hours. 

E. Time cards with a line populated with the employees\\' schedule for each day and on the same line a "payroll time
type" of "regular rime." Existing absences are ignored in the Generate process. 

Correct Answer: B 
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